
President’s Report 2016-17 

Thank you to Corrie Nel for handing over our club in good condition in July 2016. Unfortunately the 

majority of experienced committee members needed a sabbatical and would not stand for re-

election. This basically left Colleen as secretary Karin Mathies as competition secretary and vice 

president and myself. Clearly we could not make a quorum and could therefore not have committee 

meetings. It was most encouraging that several offers of help from various sources were received. 

Eventually we were able to co-opt Roger Wright then Corrie Nel and Wolfgang Stephan back so that 

we could make a quorum.  

We are all a year older than we were at the last AGM and I trust that you have noticed the changes 

in the clubhouse in this year. There is a revamped bar in memory of Rod Nimmo which was designed 

by our own in-house architect Rodney Grosskopff. There are new fittings and curtains in both 

bathrooms thanks to Di and Karin and there are clear burglar bars fitted by Corrie and Roger. Our 

ladies spent two tab days before the All Cape cleaning chairs and the carpets have been steam 

cleaned. Hopefully you all can park better thanks to the parking area marked out by Rodney again. 

All these improvements have been covered by our own funds and I will no doubt get castigated by 

our treasurer for contributing to a financial loss for the year. Thank you to everyone who 

contributed time and money into these projects especially Dot Nimmo and Rodney Grosskopff. 

My motivation for accepting the responsibility of the Presidency was the fact that the All Cape was 

scheduled for 2017 but no firm date had yet been set. I knew it would be a daunting task and hoped 

that I would be up to it. It was obvious that we would have to make a serious effort to update 

communication and join social media. Fortunately help was forthcoming and lots more detail will be 

discussed later in this report. 

On the development side we sent Rob Windsor on a coaching course and he has had considerable 

success since then even if he has had to change his own bowling style! Because of his commitment 

to coaching Rob resigned as convenor of the Grading committee. His service to grading over the 

years is acknowledged with a lot of thanks. Andre Ebersohn was going to succeed Rob as convenor 

but his illness prevented this happening. Unfortunately in April this year we lost Andre after 

complications following heart surgery. His happy disposition will be sorely missed by all of us.  

Currently the Grading committee is made up of Roger Wright, Sheila Horn, Dilys Stephan and myself. 

Any additional members who would like to volunteer for this important function are most welcome 

to join. 

One of the major issues that I had to face was the spate of resignations from our members. Heather 

Johnson together with Robin and Miems James moved to the Town Club. George Wagener relocated 

back to Bloemfontein while, in Septembe,r Lou Mallam emigrated to the UK. I was very concerned 

that this exodus must have something to do me personally so I changed my brand of toothpaste, my 

soap, my mouthwash and my deodorant but this did not stop the rot. We did gain some new 

members such as Dimsie and Dawn and trust that they will be with us for a long time in the future. 

Then Ron Cubitt decided to migrate back to the Town Club again. Next, we had a resignation from 

Steve Rado. I had always assumed that it was my presence that caused resignations but while I was 

away we have also had a further spate of resignations from the Denise and Deon Hugo, Jean Korck, 

John Evelyn, Peter Harris, Ray van der Poll as well as Sue and Rob Windsor. Rob is however keen to 

continue with coaching. 



One interesting development in encouraging younger people to start bowling is an initiative from SA 

Bowls called 1Sport4Life. A number of marketing tools are available for example posters to hang in 

the physiotherapist’s rooms describing the exercise benefits of bowls. Countrywide school children 

are being coached and are growing in numbers. While this may be of limited interest to our club 

there are some interesting new ideas. For example we have sent in a few sets of large bowls which 

are machined down to size 00 for a relatively minor cost. This should help our coaching as we have 

always had a shortage of small sized bowls. 

President’s Day on October 6th once again proved to be very popular. This year we had a total of 20 

teams from various clubs in Eden district and the winning team was Fergie Ferguson from Leisure 

Isle. Unfortunately the afternoon session was cut short due to rain but the overall spirit was not 

dampened. Although we ate lunch at the main club, Karin Mathies did another great job on catering 

and also timekeeping. 

On Guy Fawkes day 5th November we hosted a bachelor party whose members were keen to try 

bowling. You have all seen the hilarious photos and some of these have even been used by SA Bowls. 

The comments written in our visitor’s book are priceless. Thanks to our members who assisted on 

the day-you can see from the pictures who were there. 

For our annual Prizegiving/Christmas function we reverted to doing it on-site. Karin Mathies 

organised with Robberg “The Store” to do a cold fish starter which was superb and was a meal in 

itself. The main course was typical Christmas gammon fare and this was followed by Eleanor’s 

famous dessert. The feedback from members was very positive and they certainly seemed to prefer 

the ambience of being in our clubhouse.  

In January we started hiring out the club house on Wednesday afternoons for bridge. There is no 

clash with any of our activities and it brings in a nice income. We are also hopeful that we may 

recruit some new bowlers from the bridge players.  We even have new tables!! Thanks to Rodney 

Grosskopff for being the initiator of this win-win situation. 

In early April we again had a fundraiser for NSRI. Karin Mathies spearheaded the collection of prizes. 

Although the numbers were much lower than 2016 we were still able to donate the same amount of 

money. Warwick Wealth were financial sponsors and fielded several players. Thanks to Robberg 

“The Store” for donating a very tasty paella which was enjoyed in vast quantities while Eleanor 

catered a butter chicken dish for those who do not do seafoods. She again did the dessert. 

Planning for the All Cape started in August with a greenkeepers meeting and at the first greens 

inspection we were told that our hosting was dependent on our ditches being widened to the 

standard specification. Independently a team under guidance from Ron Cubitt did dumpy levels on 

both our greens and we investigated laser levelling as is done on major cricket pitches. When we 

heard the cost we had to go back to basics. Unfortunately for me I was the one who measured and 

set all the levels on the North green. Thereafter each and every query regarding ditches became my 

problem. Roger did a sterling job using casual labour to get all this done on schedule. 

The success of our participation in the All Cape was due to a massive team effort. The organisers 

were very impressed with our contribution to the All Cape brochure in terms of advertisements and 

we thank Udo Martinussen who handled this task admirably with help from Wolfgang. The excellent 



condition of our greens are due to Dave Porrill, Roger Wright and their teams. Each day of the All 

Cape we had to mow in the early morning, mark the greens and be ready for play before nine 

o’clock. Also at lunch time the greens were Rol-poled and the playing directions changed. Corrie Nel 

and Dick Shurmer did a great job in this respect. Rob Windsor ensured that we always had pens and 

chalk available- no flour was used as the baboons were damaging the greens when eating the flour. 

Wolfgang Stephen, our very own IT specialist (definitely not a nerd), firstly established our own 

website and our email address, he organised all the stationary including colour coded lunch tickets 

and also handled our communications with George control station. Over the two tournaments he 

sent in an impressive 720 scores and the only single error was on a card which had been incorrectly 

completed and this was also not detected by the umpire. He was also prominent in collecting green 

fees and was ably assisted by members such as Derek van den Berg and Bill Ingram in getting the 

correct lunches ordered. Congratulations Wolfgang you did a splendid job-thank you many times 

over. 

A very special thank you to our limited number of umpires Colleen Shuttleworth, Di Faragher-

Thomas and Eileen and Rodney Grosskopff. When we were allocated the extra sections of the ladies 

tournament we needed to borrow additional umpires and we were ably assisted by the Town Club. 

Thank you to Graham Morris for organising this and to the people that umpired for us.  As we found 

out, a little free lunch helps to encourage their assistance. 

One of the key issues for All Cape was catering. Karen Mathies was ready each morning with coffee 

and rusks which sold in surprisingly large quantities. The hero of catering was Jenny Stevenson who 

is not even a member of our club. Thank you Jenny for handling the entire sandwich scenario. She 

allocated the materials to all the ladies who made sandwiches then arranged and decorated each 

and every plate served. Apologies to any males who may have made sandwiches. There are far too 

many sandwich makers to thank individually but please rest assured that your efforts were greatly 

appreciated. Although we were guided by Eden Bowls, the main club did lunch catering and many 

compliments were received. Our lunches were rated as the best in the district. The bar had a 

bumper two weeks and thanks to everyone who served in the pub making this a great contribution. 

The ladies who sold raffle tickets helped us make a significant contribution to Eden Bowls coffers. If I 

have forgotten to thank anyone specifically-(e.g. Elly for photos) for their efforts please understand 

that the co-operation of everyone involved was greatly appreciated and each and every effort made 

a valuable contribution to the success of our club. The feedback from Koos Louw and his team in 

George should make every single one of us really proud to be members of Plettenberg Bay Country 

Club Bowls section. We even received a letter from the St Francis ladies who played here thanking us 

for our hospitality. 

To all our members who have taken part in outside tournaments a special thank you. Whether it was 

league or Oyster Festival or Plett Sixes you have maintained our club’s reputation for good 

sportsmanship. We may not always be top of the log nor are we always bottom of the log. In fact our 

teams in the December “Leads and Seconds” were winners at the Town Club-well done.  

The All Cape’s main sponsor was Personal Trust and in particular Johann van der Westhuizen. While 

their sponsorship to our club has been somewhat reduced we are still very grateful for PT support. 

We continue to get petrol vouchers from Beacon Isle Total and our thanks go to Robbie and Jane 

Weddell. We also acknowledge the support of all the local restaurants and thank them as well as our 



members who solicit these vouchers. At present we have contact with some additional sponsors 

which will help your new President to move the club forward. 

In summary I do feel that it has been an honour and a privilege to serve as President. It is satisfying 

to see the club’s achievements this past year. We have greens that are in super condition so I am 

hoping that the old saying about “good greens attract good members” will start to show fruit in the 

not too distant future. Our coaches are active at present and there is good chance that we will soon 

add 4-5 new bowlers from existing Country Club members. On the other hand, I feel very strongly 

that each and every one of us must do their utmost to attract new members. The situation is chronic 

and if we look at our current membership the average age is rather scary. The normal ratio of 50 

members being required to justify one green is, in our case, highly distorted but thanks to the 

Country Club we are able to exist. If our numbers continue to decline there will be a lot of 

justification in having only one bowling club in Plett and the club with the highest membership 

would surely dominate. I wish my successor lots of luck and promise my personal support as 

required in the next year. 

 


